2020 City of Prescott Recreation Services
SPRING VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE

Tuesday CoRec B (Competitive) – YMCA CT 2

2 LEGIT 2 HIT BUMP, SET, DINK
BUMP, SET & GRIND COYOTES
JUNGLE BALLERS VOLLEY LLAMAS

TUESDAY, MARCH 17
YMCA CT 2
6:30 BUMP, SET, DINK vs. 2 LEGIT 2 HIT
7:30 COYOTES vs. JUNGLE BALLERS
8:30 BUMP, SET & GRIND vs. VOLLEY LLAMAS

TUESDAY, MARCH 24
YMCA CT 2
6:30 BUMP, SET & GRIND vs. COYOTES
7:30 VOLLEY LLAMAS vs. 2 LEGIT 2 HIT
8:30 BUMP, SET, DINK vs. JUNGLE BALLERS

TUESDAY, MARCH 31
YMCA CT 2
6:30 VOLLEY LLAMAS vs. COYOTES
7:30 BUMP, SET, DINK vs. BUMP, SET & GRIND
8:30 2 LEGIT 2 HIT vs. JUNGLE BALLERS

TUESDAY, APRIL 7
YMCA CT 2
6:30 JUNGLE BALLERS vs. BUMP, SET & GRIND
7:30 VOLLEY LLAMAS vs. BUMP, SET, DINK
8:30 COYOTES vs. 2 LEGIT 2 HIT

TUESDAY, APRIL 14
YMCA CT 2
6:30 JUNGLE BALLERS vs. VOLLEY LLAMAS
7:30 2 LEGIT 2 HIT vs. BUMP, SET & GRIND
8:30 COYOTES vs. BUMP, SET, DINK

TUESDAY, APRIL 21
YMCA CT 2
6:30 2 LEGIT 2 HIT vs. BUMP, SET, DINK
7:30 JUNGLE BALLERS vs. COYOTES
8:30 VOLLEY LLAMAS vs. BUMP, SET & GRIND

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
YMCA-Court 2-(TOP 4 TEAMS MAKE PLAYOFFS)
(BEST 2 OF 3 SETS)
6:30 1ST VS. 4TH
7:30 2ND VS. 3RD
8:30 CHAMPIONSHIP GAME